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Abstract: Foreign language is one of the fundamental elements in creating the world class university. To realize a world class university, the excellent Arabic language learning program is necessary to meet the needs of international communication in the internal and external environment of the campus. This study aimed to explore and analyze the Arabic language learning program at UIN Malik Malang. The research data were obtained from the interview with campus governance and direct observation of Arabic learning program activities and the documentation of strategic planning of Arabic language learning programs to create a world class university. The interviews were conducted with 10 people of campus institution governance. The results showed that Arabic language learning program in realizing a world class university is an implementation of the university's vision which is contained in the development of an integrated curriculum and ulul albab character. The curriculum is designed in the form of a “tree of knowledge” construction. To form solid scientific roots, linguistic strengthening is needed so that its branches and its twigs are strong too. Language strengthening is manifested in the form of the Special Arabic Language Class Program (PKPBA), Ma’had al-jami’ah program and intensive training for educators and educational staff. These findings indicate that the integration of Arabic language learning programs between internal campus institutions is a measure of success in realizing a world class university. The recommendation for further research was to measure the effectiveness of each program at UIN Malik Malang.

Introduction

Arabic learning development program has an influence on foreign language competence and skills for students and educators in communication. This is an important concern in realizing a world class university in order to support international communication skills¹. As it is known that Arabic is one of the major languages in the
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The world which is spoken by more than 200,000,000 people². Arabic learning development program is a pillar for scientific development and international cooperation networks as one of the requirements for a world class university. The previous research related to the development of Arabic learning programs has only achieved development in the realm of teaching materials³, intensive Arabic language program development⁴, development of various learning strategies,⁵ as well as the use of interactive learning media⁶, mapping of world class university indicators⁷. Based on previous findings, research related to Arabic language learning programs to create a world class university can be realized in order to face global competition.

The previous researches explained the role of Arabic in the development of Islamic science and civilization. Arabic has an important role in the development of science because it is the source language of knowledge, Islamic literature is written in Arabic and as the media for study⁸. Arabic has an important role in Islamic civilization, it is the language of unity among Muslims, the language of Arabic culture throughout the ages, the language of information technology, and the language of communication tools⁹. In addition, another study explained that the urgency of Arabic is very important for human life to provide enlightenment of ideas, information and thoughts in understanding Arabic texts such as Al-Qur’an, Hadith, and other classical books and to improve the faith quality¹⁰. Another study explained that the role of Arabic in understanding Islamic religious education with thinking approach to knowledge or certainty. It means that

Arabic has a major influence on the understanding of religious science, especially the material of Islamic Education Study Program (PAI) in university because many terms are written in Arabic, so, the influence reaches 61.7%.\textsuperscript{11} Based on previous findings, special studies are still needed related to superior programs implemented in order to improve the competence of Arabic as a reputable institution to prepare a world class university.

In preparing a world class university, excellent program which is based on skills is needed. As the development of the Arabic language development program, it can encourage the skills of students and campus stakeholders to communicate by using foreign languages. On that basis, this research serves to describe and explore Arabic language development programs in realizing a world class university.

To achieve the aims of research, case study design was used to reveal the phenomenon of the Arabic language learning program at UIN Maulana Malik Ibrahim Malang. Based on the previous explanation, this research is expected to contribute to each university to develop superior programs in the development of Arabic learning programs specifically. This is necessary to produce proficient graduates in foreign languages and in facing human resource competition globally. Based on the above explanation, this study aims to explore and analyze the development of Arabic language programs in realizing a world class university at UIN Maulana Malik Ibrahim Malang.

**Method**

Qualitative approach was used to analyze the phenomenon of the development of Arabic language learning in realizing a world class university. The phenomena that exist in the research location holistically was examined and described in a descriptive manner in the form of words and language context. The method design was a case study at UIN Maulana Malik Ibrahim Malang, which is one of the campuses leading to a world class university. This research focused on internal campus institutions that carry out Arabic language development programs such as PKPBA and the Language Development Center.

Data collection techniques were interviews, observation and documentation. Interviews were conducted with the chancellor, former chancellor, vice chancellor, chairman of the LPM, chairman of LP2M and other resource persons who have policies related to the themes discussed. The selected informants are based on the track records


and experiences of the campus founders and institutional managers who are directly related to the development of Arabic learning programs at UIN Maulana Malik Ibrahim Malang. Observations were made on activity facilities, academic services and other facilities with international standards. The documentation that became the data source is accreditation, journals, research and other academic activities with international standard. The validity of the data was carried out through expert, peers and Focus Group Discussions (FGD). The research technique which had been used in collecting data such as compiling a list of interview questions, the object of the study of observed observations and a list of documentation lists are needed to strengthen the data.

The data analysis technique used refers to Milles and Hubberman's theory with data triangulation techniques. Triangulation was carried out to match the data obtained through interviews, observation and documentation. The stages of data analysis can be seen in the following figure.

![Figure 1. Data Analysis Technique](image)

Figure 1 explains; first, record all findings of phenomena in the field either through observation, interviews or documentation in the form of field notes. The results of this interview will be transcribed verbatim. Second, reviewing field notes and separating important and unimportant data. Third, describe the data for further analysis. Fourth, make a final analysis to draw conclusions.

**Result and Discussion**

One of the programs that can provide opportunities for universities to become world class universities is to develop foreign language learning. UIN Maulana Malik Ibrahim Malang has developed a foreign language learning process, especially Arabic for

---

domestic students and foreign students. It aims to prepare quality human resources in terms of both educators and educational staff. Arabic development program is one way to create a competitive world class university in the global higher education market. This serves to enhance the university's reputation and allows it to play an active role in the global market. The efforts to develop a world class university in teaching and learning can be seen through the following aspects:

**Curriculum Integration**

Curriculum development in UIN Maulana Malik Ibrahim Malang is based on integration. Integration between science and religion, curriculum construction is "pohon ilmu" (tree of knowledge"). See figure 3 below:

![Figure 2. Construction of Scientific Integration](image)

Figure 2 describes the construction of a knowledge tree that must be built through strong roots, one of which is foreign language. With strong foreign language skills, graduates are expected to be able to gather information and respond to changing times and be able to compete globally according to their respective scientific capacities. As informant R1 stated that: “Proses integrasi ilmu perlu menjadi dasar utama dalam pengembangan pengetahuan di UIN Malang. Melalui filosofi pohon ilmu yang dibagun, diharapkan lulusan dibekali ilmu pengetahuan yang holistik sehingga menjadi insan kamil yang mampu merespon setiap perkembangan zaman dan kebutuhan masyarakat dunia”. (Interview Is, 2020)

Based on this statement, UIN Maulana Malik Ibrahim Malang has developed the integration of religion and science with a strong mastery of foreign languages. This form of integration is reflected in the philosophy of the tree of knowledge, when the roots of

---


the tree are firmly formed, the trunks, branches and twigs will be strong. Mastery of foreign languages, especially Arabic, is a major requirement in forming a body of knowledge so that scientific roots become strong. The scientific integration can provide great opportunities and opportunities for graduates to have varied skills. In addition, the integration of science can provide students with a continuous learning experience, not limiting one scientific field.

Furthermore, to strengthen the integration of science and answer the demands of the world community, new Faculties and Study Programs were opened, namely Faculty of Science Technology and School of Medicine & Health Sciences. The Faculty of Science and Technology includes the study programs of Physics, Chemistry, Mathematics, Biology, Architectural Engineering and Information Engineering. Meanwhile, the Faculty of Medicine & Health Sciences covers the Medical and Pharmacy study programs. As informant R2 revealed that: “Salah satu pengembangan UIN Maulana Malik Ibrahim Malang ialah membuka Fakultas Sains Teknologi dan Fakultas Kedokteran & Ilmu Kesehatan bertujuan untuk merespon kebutuhan masyarakat tentang output lulusan yang bercharacter ulul albab, kompetitif, dinamis dan cepat merespon kebutuhan zaman.” (Interview Is, 2020).

This statement illustrates that the development of an integration-based curriculum with ulul albab character is a new innovation breakthrough to answer the demands of the times. The integration curriculum is developed through a combination of religious and scientific sciences. The ulul albab character is developed through the practice of noble Islamic values as stated in the university's vision "to become an Islamic university that is superior, trusted, competitive, and has an international reputation". Through this vision, each learning process is internalized through four pillars, namely: standardization of ulul albab values, internalization of ulul albab values, certainty of individual beliefs and behavior based on ulul albab values, and caring for these values so that they become culture.

Through the efforts and high consistency in the integration of curriculum and ulul albab character, UIN Maulana Malik Ibrahim Malang has made an achievement as the

---

third largest university in PTKIN (Webo Metric version) from the aspect of journal citation by the international community in 2013. In the same year, it received “A” for its accreditation. In 2019, it continued to maintain “A” accreditation from BAN-PT with 166/SK/BAN-PT/Akred/PT/IV/2019. In 2015, it was internationally accredited with ISO 9001: 2015 until December 2020. The ISO certificate with number 1386Q is a proof that this university is in earnest to realize a world class university.

**Special Arabic Language Class Program (PKPBA)**

With the curriculum which based on integration and *ulul albab* character, language development is the priority. Language is a tool of communication among human beings and it plays an important role in the exchange of global information. UIN Maulana Malik Ibrahim Malang developed intensive Arabic through the Special Arabic Language Learning Program (PKPBA) under the Language Development Center unit. The intensive Arabic program is a compulsory subject for new students of all faculties, learning time is from Monday to Friday from 14.00 - 17.00 for one year or two semesters. Each semester must take 6 credits including 1 credit of listening skills, 1 credit of speaking skills, 2 credits of reading skills, and 2 credits of writing skills. Intensive programs in language learning can provide opportunities and opportunities for students to improve language skills.\(^{16}\)

The aim of the intensive Arabic program is to provide foreign language competencies for students to be able to study various sciences from various literatures and be able to communicate with the international community. As informant R3 stated that: "Program bahasa Arab dan bahasa Inggris intensif merupakan mata kuliah wajib untuk tujuh fakultas yang ada. Mahasiswa harus mampu menguasai kompetensi dwi bahasa ini dan wajib lulus, jika belum lulus program intensif ini, maka mahasiswa belum bisa mengambil mata kuliah di tingkat selanjutnya." (Interview MI, 2020). This statement illustrates the importance of mastering foreign languages so that the Chancellor takes policies outside the standards of the education system, with a weight of 12 credits.


students must take intensive lectures every day for one year. Hence, the time intensity encourages the development of students' language production\(^\text{17}\).

This intensive Arabic language program has been running for 24 years since it was started in 1997, learning activity starts at 14.00 - 20.00. However, in 2017 the learning shifted from 14.00 - 17.00 WIB. Before joining this program, students are required to take a placement test, which is an initial test to measure academic ability. This test is important to do to measure their competence at the beginner, intermediate or high level. Competency mapping also helps to make lecturers easier to develop strategies that are suitable for students\(^\text{18}\). *Al-Arabiyyah Li al-Nasyi’in* book is used in the intensive Arabic language program. In 2003, al-Arabiyyah Baina Yadaika book was used, these two books were published by the Kingdom of Saudi Arabia. In 2017, *al'Arabiyyah Lil Hayah* was used, it was a textbook compiled and published by PKPBA lecturers.

**Human Resources Development**

The development of Arabic programs is not only for students, but also for Arabic teaching staff (lecturers) and education staff (employees) in the form of training twice a week. The human resource development program is training for educators and education staff in all faculties, guided by Arabic and English lecturers at the Language Development Center (P2B) unit to practice their language skills, the competency for educators is also important to be improved\(^\text{19}\). One of the objectives of the foreign language program is to improve foreign language skills for all educators and education staff so that they are able to help the students optimally\(^\text{20}\). The following figure is material used in the training:

![Figure 3. Teaching Material for Human Resources Development Training](image-url)
Figure 3 explains that the textbooks used for training lecturers and education staffs are designed to be easy and enjoyable, so the learning process can be done as expected. It is hoped that the entire community will be able to use Arabic and English properly so that they can be used in the learning process for students. The informant R4 said: “Kegiatan pelatihan bahasa Arab dan bahasa Inggris sangat dibutuhkan untuk pengembangan sumber daya manusia di kampus ini. Pelatihan bahasa Arab dilaksanakan satu minggu dua kali pertemuan, sedangkan bahasa Inggris satu minggu satu kali pada masing-masing fakultas”. (Interview Za, 2020).

Based on this statement, it can be described that Arabic and English training for lecturers and education staff in each faculty runs intensively and it is necessary for learning process and campus community services. This training uses the direct method by practicing language directly in their daily life. This is done to improve human resources who are superior and have global competitiveness in the context of realizing a world class university. The form of program evaluation is carried out by the head of the unit or each faculty in coordination with the Language Development Center and the results of the evaluation are submitted to the Rector for follow-up. Evaluation is to determine the achievement of the planned targets21.

Ma’had al-Jami’ah

Ma’had al-Jami’ah has been established since 2001 until now, he is 20 years old. Ma’had al-Jami’ah is a one-year compulsory program for new students of all faculties to live in campus dormitories. The purpose of establishing Ma’had Al-Jami’ah is to support the vision, mission and university programs based on integration and alul albab character, and forming a language environment. The integration that is being developed is a combination of religious knowledge and science. The alul albab character is formed through intensive recitation activities such as studying Al-Qur’an al-Karim, Kitab Kuning (Yellow Book), and practicing language in the morning (shabah al-lughah).

Character building starts from the first meeting in their class, so that they have good morals, love each other, love their homeland, are disciplined, honest and responsible. Besides that, the existence of Ma’had al-Jami’ah is very important to form a language environment in order to create a language environment. It is explained that the language environment plays a role in increasing the capacity of language skills
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naturally. This language environment synergizes with the development of Arabic and English language programs at the Language Development Center (P2B) unit. These two large units, namely the Arabic and English language programs at the Language Development Center (P2B) and Ma’had al-Jami’ah, are the university's distinctions and the main pillars in supporting the vision, mission and big ideals towards a world class university.

As one of the university's distinctions, the Ma’had Al-Jami’ah program is carried out in an integrated manner with the faculty to support the improvement of student academic competence. Form of integration in programming and academic system (SIAKAD) automatically. For example, if there is a study material that does not pass, the system will automatically record it in red and will show the Islamic subjects that cannot be taken in the next semester. As informant R5 said that: “Semua program di ma’had al-jami’ah terintegrasi dengan program akademik di fakultas, sehingga ketika ada mahasiswa yang tidak lulus ujian akademik pada program ma’had, maka mahasiswa tersebut tidak dapat memprogram studi pada semester berikutnya, seperti matakuliah fiqih, studi al-Qur’an, studi Hadits, teolog dan tasawwuf.” (Interview Mz, 2020)

This statement describes that the sinergy between the faculty and Ma’had al-jami’ah are quite strong so that all the program activities are integrated well. The existence of this program really supports the academic of faculty. In general, there are two programs in Ma’had, those are increasing spirituality and increasing academic competence. Spiritual enhancements are such as doing prayer in a flock, dzikr, reciting aurad mu’tabarah, reciting ratibul haddad in the evening and reciting wirdul lathif in the morning. Meanwhile, the improvement of academic competence is through the study of the Al-Qur’an, the study of Kitab Kuning (Yellow Book), practicing language in the morning (shabah al-lughah).

For the study of Al-Qur’an, every student must be able to read Al-Qur’an fluently and correctly. If their al-Qur’an recitation is not fluent, they will enter the tahsin group. But, If they have recited it fluently and correctly, they will be directed to the tahfidz group. Meanwhile, the study of Kitab Kuning (Yellow Book) is done every night after praying Isya, and the material is Fiqih At-tadzhib book, Qomi ‘At-tughyan book for the
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interpretation, and *Bulughul Maram* for studying Hadith. For *shabah al-lughah* (practicing language in the morning) activity is done after reciting *aurad mu’tabarah* in the morning at 05.00-06.00 WIB. The goal is to train students’ language actively by adding vocabulary every day, arranging sentences in the form of *jumlah mufidah*, writing training based on the material. Theory of language said that the process of habituation is important in order to form a language environment properly and will accelerate the acquisition of the target language\(^{23}\).

*Shabah al-lughah* activities are routinely done in the campus environment such as at the mosque, field, campus parks, mabna hallways and other supported places. As informant R6 said: “*Kegiatan shabah al-lughah dilaksanakan di pagi hari menyebab di berbagai tempat, supaya mahasiswa tidak bosan dengan lingkungan mabna dan tidak mengantuk ketika proses belajar. Memang berat awalnya, tapi karena sudah terbiasa, maka hal ini menjadi rutinitas positif bagi kami untuk meningkatkan kemampuan bahasa asing.*” (Interview Mz, 2020). Based on this statement, the activities of *shabah al-lughah* are not tied to only one place, the important thing is the activities can be done happily and pleasantly. When game strategies, demonstrations, role playing, discussions and with the media of songs are used in the teaching and learning process, the students will feel happy and excited. In the learning theory, it is said that if a learning strategy and method are varied, it will be able to encourage student creativity and critical thinking\(^{24}\).

As informant R7 said that: “*Pembelajaran dalam kegiatan shabah al-lughah menggunakan berbagai macam strategi dan metode, tujuannya untuk menciptakan suasana belajar aktif, kreatif, menggembirakan dan tidak membosankan, karena kegiatan ini dilakukan secara rutin setiap pagi hari.*” (Interview Mz, 2020). This statement illustrates that the creation of a pleasant and joyful learning atmosphere must be done in order to create a lively learning environment, because the learning environment can affect student motivation and output in learning. Psychological theory stated that a healthy and pleasant learning environment will encourage the learning


motivation and will have an impact on the success of learning\textsuperscript{25}.

This psychological theory is also supported by the learning theory which said that the diversity of strategies and methods used in a lesson will provide more motivation to students and will encourage the creation of fun and enjoyable learning\textsuperscript{26}. Environmental factors have an influence on the language productive abilities of students\textsuperscript{27}. Some of these factors can be seen in \textit{shabah al-lughah} joyful atmosphere which can be seen in Figure 4 below:

\begin{figure}[h]
\centering
\includegraphics[width=0.5\textwidth]{shabah-al-lughah-activity.png}
\caption{Activity of Shabah al-Lughah}
\end{figure}

Figure 4 provides an explanation that the learning atmosphere in \textit{shabah al-lughah} activities is always carried out with full of joy among students, a strong emotional bond are built even though they are in different faculties. The diversity of backgrounds also encourages the transfer of knowledge between them. Many students majoring in Arabic Language Education have a strong knowledge of information and technology because in their classmates are majoring in Information and Technology, or vice versa. As language skills cannot be separated from the role of technology\textsuperscript{28}. This language environment can be formed through an indoor or outdoor environment\textsuperscript{29}. So, the language learning process and language acquisition can be integrated with each other. In addition, efforts can be made to increase the intensity of seminars, conferences and


\textsuperscript{26} Huang, “Learners’ Perceptions of Blended Learning and the Roles and Interaction of F2f and Online Learning,” \textit{ORTESOL Journal}, vol. 33 no.2 (2013):14-33.


activities in Arabic.

A strong emotional bond between them also cannot be separated from the role of mentor. The mentor helps to provide directions on an ongoing basis so that the learning process runs optimally. In addition, the mentor also plans and evaluates the learning process. The mentor in Ma’had of UIN Maulana Malik Ibrahim Malang or commonly known as musyrif helps to guide every male student activity, and musyrifah as the female mentor helps to guide every female student activity. These mentors are their senior who have superior academic competency and have been through strict selection. The role of the mentors is important in every activity because they are academically responsible for the students he supervises. The mentors must always coordinate with the murabby (educator) of master and doctoral students. Murabby is responsible for carrying out activities smoothly according to the standards set by the community council (masyayikh) or the person in charge or Kyai. They coordinate with university governance to synergize programs so that they do not overlap.

The musyrif and musyrifah are always provided with training and workshops once a semester to improve their competence. As in Figure 5 below:

![Figure 5](image)

Figure 5. Council of Kyai (Clerics) in Ma’had al-Jami’ah with the Fourth Vice Chancellor

Figure 5 describes affirmation of the synergy between university governance and the council of Kyai, an activity of enhancing professional human resources for mentors. Professionalism is formed through a balance of intellectual and emotional intelligence. Psychological theory stated that the balance of intellectual and emotional intelligence
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will encourage someone to always be good, be inferior and not be arrogant. Apart from shabah al-lughah program, to improve the quality of Arabic and English, students are provided with extracurricular activities, namely Khitobah and Qira’ah. Khitobah is the process of producing Arabic activities through the delivery of lecture content in a contextual manner based on the development of the latest issues. Contextual issues can provide an actual learning experience for students. Meanwhile, Qira’ah is in the form of reading and understanding Kitab Kuning (Yellow Book), as well as being trained in reading news items through mass media and social media. This activity can help to improve the quality of spoken language and reading comprehension and can build their self-confidence when speaks Arabic in front of public. It was also found that routine and habituation were the determining factors for students' success in mastering the language. As habituation is an effective way to train receptive and productive language acquisition.

This was obtained through informant R8 who revealed that: “Setiap mahasiswa diberikan bekal untuk mengikuti ekstrakurikuler seperti qira’ah dan khitobah dengan harapan untuk menumbuhkan dan memperkuat percaya diri mahasiswa ketika berkomunikasi dengan orang arab atau penutur asli” (Interview Mz, 2020). This statement illustrates that through extracurricular activities, students are expected to have high competence in order to be able to communicate with native speakers and be able to read Kitab Kuning (Yellow Book), get information from Arabic writing in mass media or on social media. As extracurricular activities can be held indoors or outdoors. Various

activities also have a positive impact on student motivation\textsuperscript{39}. The process of carrying out these activities can provide a diverse learning atmosphere so that it can encourage creativity for students and lecturers\textsuperscript{40}.

The description above shows the seriousness of the university governance together with the academic community in realizing a world class university by preparing human resources, curriculum, activity units, infrastructure, academic services, and other supporting facilities. Based on data in the field, this study shows how strong the role of Arabic is in realizing a world class university. Hence, the indicators of a world class university have been achieved through the indicators of developing Arabic language learning with the superior programs implemented. In every internal institution of university, Arabic learning program plays a major role in the realization of a world class university. As stated, one of the indicators in a world class university is the ability of human resources that is relevant to global needs\textsuperscript{41}. It is revealed that as much as 20\% of the contribution of superior Human Resources is a point for the relations of UIN Maulana Malik Ibrahim Malang in realizing a world class university\textsuperscript{42}.

Through the data presented, the management of the learning program is also integrated with all internal institutions in terms of managing time allocation, improving the quality and competence of lecturers and supporting facilities. This has become a measure of the success of UIN Maulana Malik Ibrahim Malang in realizing a world class university. The statement also explained that a world class university can provide opportunities for graduates to compete in the global realm\textsuperscript{43}. Hence, the management of the programs in the world class university standards is absolutely necessary\textsuperscript{44}. With these indicators, the programs in UIN Maulana Malik Ibrahim Malang provide the


opportunities in Arabic learning. The students of UIN Maulana Malik Ibrahim Malang also come from 32 countries with different backgrounds. With the program of Arabic learning, it is hoped that it can become a pillar of international communication in realizing UIN Maulana Malik Ibrahim Malang into a world class university campus.

Conclusion

This research revealed the Arabic language learning development program in order to create a world class university by the reinforcement of the teaching pillars. In the teaching aspect, an Arabic language learning program has been developed based on the university's vision which is implemented through an integration-based curriculum with ulul albab characteristics, strengthening language as a scientific root. The development of an integration-based curriculum is designed in the form of a "tree of knowledge" construction that combines religious and scientific knowledge. In the construction of the tree of knowledge, the reinforcement of language as a strong tree root is the main pillar in the development of knowledge. This reinforcement of language is manifested in the Arabic Language Special Class Program (PKPBA) and Ma'had al-Jami'ah. The findings of this study indicate that Arabic language learning system which is integrated between internal institutions at UIN Maulana Malik Ibrahim Malang provides encouragement to create a world class university. Based on this research, it is hoped that further research will be carried out to test the effectiveness of each Arabic learning development program with more varied research methods and more complex research objects.
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